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Introduction 
ditorial writing is a professionally tasking and 

advanced write-up whose domain can be 

traced in the highest layer of reporting. This, in 

essence, points out the principled rubric that a good 

editorial writer must possess certain qualities in order 

to conform to Board`s requirements. In the 21st 

century, there witnessed a paradigm shift in writing 

editorial, given the realities of high level of literacy 

coupled with globalizing nature of the world. 

Editorial has its distinctive principles that on grand 

scale differentiate it from other forms of writing in 

mass communication. Against this vantage point, this 

paper highlights the skills and binding principles of 

writing editorial piece in the 21st century. 
What is Editorials? 

Plausibly, editorial, according to Hoffman (2007), deals 

with “statement of opinion from an editor or publisher 

about people and their affairs as well as other critical 

issues affecting their socio-cultural and economic life.  

For Duyile (2005) editorial is a “comment or an 

argument in support of a particular policy, an action, or 

an idea whether expressed or latent. It can be an 
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argument exhibiting the logical reasoning of the newspaper using the 

thoughts of the proprietor for the purpose of persuading the readers 

(audience) to kick against an idea, policy or an action based on facts available. 

In the whole, Okoro and Agbo (2003:125) see editorial as “a critical evaluation, 

interpretation and presentation of significant, contemporary events in such a 

way as to inform, educate, entertain and influence the reader.” This amplifies 

the fact that Editorials are write-ups from newspapers that give the paper’s 

opinion about something, rather than objective reporting which is based on 

facts. From the definitions posed above, one can say editorial is opinion-based 

comments aimed at educating or informing public about certain things 

nurtured and digested by a particular newspaper.  

 

The Nature of Editorial Writing 

Editorial writing belongs to the print media genre. While other opinion-based 

write-ups, such as articles, columns and essays are credited to individuals or 

joint writers, the editorial belongs to newspaper as an established institution 

with a socially nuanced philosophy or identity (Ukonu 2005). By its very nature, 

an editorial carries an institutional flavour; that is why in writing it, words, such 

as “we” or the name of the newspaper is often mentioned rather than “I” or 

the name of the writer. Put simply, the narrative voice is totally lifted out from 

editorial writing, editorial Writer, attributive qualities of Editorial Writers and 

the Editorial Board as well as its Functions in the 21st Century. In an effort to 

illuminate and underscores the power vested on Chairman of Editorial Board 

as the sole director of the editorial publication. The features of editorial, 

functions of editorials and types of editorials as well as editorial audience have 

explained in the paper. Overall, the paper pinpoints a paradigm shift in writing 

editorial, given the realities of high level of literacy coupled with globalizing 

nature of the world; thereby detailing the need for research in editorial 

writing in the 21st century, persuasive power of editorials, the art of sourcing 

the editorial materials and persuasive techniques in editorial writing  
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the editorial discourse.  For example, Daily Trust, Punch, Triumph, etc., often 

appear on it with view to showing its peculiarity as well as true identity. 

Succinctly, bearing the name of the newspaper underscores that all the credits 

or blames accruing from it-editorial must go to the institution or organization 

and not an individual per say because it corporate affair.   

Furthermore, editorial writing is a challenging task that involves team work. 

According to Duyile, 2005), it is not a “one-man show but a product of 

collective deliberations, which are arrived at through the consensus of editorial 

board members. Aligned to its nature, editorial writers are expected to have 

certain skills and qualities that would enable them effectively discharge their 

fundamental responsibilities. Against this backdrop, it is a corporate voice or 

expression of newspaper establishment in that it is not supposed to be written 

by just anybody but rather by experienced and tested professionals who are 

well groomed in the art of writing.  

 

Who is an Editorial Writer? 

An editorial writer is a versed journalist who often writes a journalistic essay or 

opinion, expressing the corporate position of a newspaper or media 

establishment on a topical issue in the society (Akinfeleye, 1999).  In most 

newspapers in Nigeria, editorial writers are usually drawn from different 

professional and intellectual backgrounds whose wealth of experiences is of 

immense benefit in composing editorial. In foreign countries, they might adopt 

the same strategies in mapping their editorials.  Editorial writers are usually 

pooled together under the auspices of editorial board members, most of 

whom  are intellectual figures appointed  by media organizations  (Daramola, 

2003) by virtue their reputation and analytical powers of complex and topical 

issues (  Etim,1996).  

 

Attributive Qualities to Editorial Writers  

In the 21 century, editorial writing is not a bread-and-butter affair that could be 

feasted upon by just anybody (Duyile, 2005). Simply put, it is a professionally 

tasking and advanced write-up whose domain can be traced in the highest layer 

of reporting. This, in essence, points out the principled rubric that a good 

editorial writer must possess certain qualities in order to conform to Board`s 
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requirements. Collaborating this, Ate (2006) identified some of the qualities 

expected to be possessed by a good editorial writer in the 21st century thus: 

 a) Intellectual curiosity: This refers to ability to probe issues from academic 

and critical point of view. By this, Ate advocates for critical understanding of 

what an editorial writer sets to write. He or she must be intellectually versatile 

for him or her to be able to present ideas, using his or her critical wit. 

 b) Be analytically minded: - The editorial writer must be able to look deep at 

the pros and cons of an issue and harmonize both the opposing and supportive 

variables in an editorial superstructure. By this, Ate means an editorial writer 

needs to meticulously weight the advantages and disadvantages of an issue 

before he or she venture into composing it, as this will save him or her from 

presenting irrelevant information. 

c) Mastery of language: An editorialist must have a good command of the 

language in which the editorial is to be written. For English speaking audience 

for instance, a good command of English language is a non-negotiating factor. 

It is, indeed, a thing of necessity. Language mastery is the most pre-requisite 

given that it is a veritable form that could aid in understanding or otherwise of 

what has written-editorial on the basis that the 21st century witnesses a vast 

number of reading audience unlike in the 20th century. 

d) Care for details: In editorial writing, issues are supposed to be logically and 

meticulously trashed. It is only people who care for details that can unveil tiny 

but significant molecules underlying any conceptual phenomenon under 

probe. 

e) Good knowledge and professional skills of writing for the mass media: The 

fact that somebody is a professor or doctorate degree holder in an area does 

not automatically make him/her a good editorial writer. In fact, there are some 

academics that can make a monumental mockery of editorial writing if they are 

not drilled in the art of writing for the mass media. An editorial writer needs to 

understand the workings of mass media outfits, including the house style of 

the establishment he/she is writing for. The knowledge of writing for the mass 

media is very crucial for any editorial writer. 

f) Rational Reasoning: Editorial Writing is a serious-minded business for 

serious-minded people. It is a house that cannot be built on bricks of 
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emotionalism or which cannot stand erect in the sea of reasoning but can only 

be built on rational and logical raw materials mixed with concrete facts. 

g) Knack for research: Editorial writing is research oriented and therefore an 

editorial writer must love the art and science of research. He/she must be a 

curious and on searching mission. 

h) Nose for news: Since most editorials emerged from the controversies 

surrounding some news stories, it is expedient for an editorial writer to have 

nose for news. The understanding of what constitute “good” news by an 

editorial writer, would in no small measure add a cubit in the analysis. 

 

The Editorial Board and its Functions in the 21st Century 

In every serious-minded newspaper, a group of knowledgeable writers known 

as editorial board members are saddled with the responsibility of writing 

editorials (Botch and Miller 2000). Editorial board members usually meet, 

select and discuss some topical editorial issues. There is paradigm shift in the 

operation of editorial Board in the 21st Century on the basis that after a 

thorough and rigorous analysis and criticisms of the issues, a member of the 

board is assigned to write the editorial. If for instance, one of the editorial 

board members is a lawyer and the issue to be discussed has legal implications, 

he or she may be assigned by the board to write the editorial. Depending on 

the circumstances, whoever can authoritatively handle the topic would be 

assigned by the board to do justice to it.  

Ideally editorial board members must be great thinkers (Newsom, 1998). They 

are people who are intellectually driven and professionally sound. They must 

have a deeper understanding of the media environment and the general 

network of social interaction in their society. Furthermore, according to Okoro 

and Agbo (2003), the editorial board members must be versatile, proactive and 

rational in thoughts. This underscores that they must possess interactional 

ability, rare conversational ability and quizzical and logical minds. Above all, 

they have to use research methods to verify current issues and prepare to write 

simply and concisely their thoughts to suit the newspaper’s editorial policy. The 

editorial board is usually presided over by a chairman who assigns topics to 

other members to write (Ukonu, 2005).  
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    In the 21st century, all the editorials written must be vetted by the editorial 

board chairman who is usually an experienced and hardworking fellow. Topics 

are chosen and written within the context of the philosophy and policy of the 

newspaper. The paper’s house style and corporate identity are also taken into 

cognizance by editorial writers in the course of writing (Akinfeleye, 1999). 

Aligned to 21st century rubric, most editorial board members, especially 

external ones are paid honorariums by the newspapers they serve. Such 

allowances are usually seating allowances. A sound editorial team could 

guarantee the editorial integrity of a newspaper establishment.  

 

Power Vested on Chairman of Editorial Board 

The editorial board usually has a chairman who often presides over editorial 

board meetings (Botch and Miller (2000). The main responsibility of the 

editorial board chairman is to assign topics to other editorialists based on their 

area of specialization or competence. The board chairman also edits some 

write- ups written and submitted to him by other editorial writers. He also 

guides the house, that is, the board members with his wealth of experience in 

choosing editorial topics that would not betray the philosophy and policy of 

their newspapers. 

 

Features of Editorial 

It is an established fact that virtually all editorial materials have news nuances. 

According to Ate (2006), an editorial topic or subject cannot emerge from the 

blues. It must be a topical issue that has been reported in the mass media (print 

and electronic) either by way of hard news or features. Such an issue must 

attract public attention and debate. 

By their inherent feature, investigative, interpretative and hard news 

reportingare incorporated into editorials (Ukonu, 2005).Therefore, objectivity, 

precision, specialism and advocacy must be the cornerstone in treating 

editorial topics. An editorial also has some features of a story, because of its 

subjectivity posture. In some cases, thought-provoking letters to the editor are 

often used to gauge public opinion. When critically exploited, letters to the 

editor could serve as useful raw materials in writing an editorial. This is because 
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letters to the editor often give some useful insights into emerging 

controversial and topical issues of public significance (Ate, 2006). 

 

Functions of Editorials  

Editorials in modern newspapers and magazines according to Ate (2006) 

perform the following functions:  

I. Criticize or attack socio-political’ economic and moral dilemmas of 

the society: An editorialist sometimes performs the job of a human 

rights activist raising alarm on blatant abuse or annihilation of 

certain norms and acceptable social order in the society. Exploitative 

and autocratic government policies can be attacked by editorials. On 

the side of the governed, when a particular section of the society 

decides, for instance, to take laws into its hand, editorials are bound 

to criticize such an anomaly. 

II.  It illuminates the day’s intelligence. By throwing more light to 

complex issues of the day, editorials often try to look at the two 

sides of an issue. They highlight and analyze the strengths and 

weaknesses of public issues while proffering solutions to complex 

issues of public concern.  

III.  Bring to fore debatable issues and provide an intellectual compass 

for society to discuss and resolve burning issues. 

 

Types of Editorials 

Principally,editorial writing deals with case making has different approaches 

and types. Basically, there are three types of editorials, namely, interpretative, 

controversial and explanatory. They explained below: 

(a) Interpretative Editorial:These kinds of editorials are chiefly written with 

a major mission to explain issues at stake by placing facts and figures at 

the door post of readers for proper illumination of the day’s intelligence 

(Daramola, 2003).   ). It could be positive, negative or even neutral in 

approach or posture depending on the circumstances and the 

treatment of the subject matter by the editorial writers at hand. 

The editorial in this context should be on palliatives distributed or 

otherwise to people affected by Covid 19 pandemic. The editorial may 
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set to indict government or its agency for not exercising equity in the 

distribution of the palliatives in that the figures and facts often 

accompanied by pictures must be infused in the editorial. This is because 

it is aimed at investigating the facts. 

(b) Controversial Editorials:These kinds of editorials that are packaged 

with the particular mission or mandate to propagate a particular or 

specific point of view. Controversial editorials’ stock in trade is to 

convince the reader on the desirability or inevitability of a particular 

issue while presenting or painting the opposite side in bad light. These 

kinds of editorials have no place for neutrality and can vehemently 

oppose a cause or out rightly support it. 

This kind of editorial could linked to, for example, the recent mishap or 

crisis of ENDSARS in which the government could be informedabout the 

bad conduct of SAR officers, on the one hand, and, on the other hand 

sensitize the people on the danger of taking laws in their hands. All 

these are opined based but with controversial nuances. 

(c) Explanatory Editorials:Explanatory Editorials only present the vexing 
issues of the day for the judgment of the reader. These kinds of 
editorials only open-up thought- provoking issues of socio-political and 
economic interest for the attention of the readers and allow them to 
judge. Such editorials identify a problem, explain it and allow the reader 
to find solution to it.In an era when problem solving is the only thing, 
explanatory editorials are seen by most media experts as no editorials 
because they only photo-copy problems as they appear and leave the 
entire headache to the reader. These kinds of editorials are gradually 
fading out of the mass media because of their structural deficiency of 
non-proffering of solutions to identified problems (Ate, 2006). It is 
crucial to point out at this juncture that some people view types of 
editorials from the perspective of the functions editorial performs. 
Viewed from that angle, we have editorials that attack, defend and 
support issues.  

 

Editorial Audience  

An editorial writer has three major categories or audience to contend with. A 

clear understanding of these audiences will enable the editorial writer to tailor 

his or her message to appropriate readers with high level of fidelity and impact 
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(Duyile, 2005).  This gesture would discourage the issue of reaching out to 

people who are not qualified to feed on editorial diet. In other words, by 

knowing his audience, the editorialist would be saved from the costly mistake 

of empty reach. Below are types of audience for editorial consumption (Ate, 

2006):  

The very skeptical audience: These are sophisticated audience with high aura 

of excellence. They question facts, figures, grammar, tone, style and content 

of every editorial until they are satisfied (Etim, 1996). They are the learned and 

curious beings who are conscious of their fundamental human rights. They 

believe in the power of public opinion. The editorial writer should therefore 

recognize this group of audience and tailor his/her message to meet their 

standard and idiosyncrasies. 

The very selective audience: These are specialized audience who care only 

about what goes on in their chosen fields. They are addicted to the knowledge 

in their fields or disciplines and are glued to same without bothering about 

things outside their areas of interest or professional attachment. For an 

editorial writer to meet the yearnings and aspirations of this group of people, 

he/she has to segment his market (editorial) in tandem with the selectivity of 

this audience. Experts argue that an editorial can hardly be for everybody at 

the same time (Folarin, 1998). The editorial writer must mentally define his 

audience before writing his piece. 

The obscure or obstinate audience: This group of people is blind critics. 

Anything that is said outside their frame of reference by someone else is 

wrong. Their worldview is very limited and does not go beyond their local 

assemblies where they often feed on rumour mongering and worthless news 

of the day. These groups of people are more of intellectual quacks and they 

believe that holding an opinion is a transgression against public order. These 

are the writers with blind and worthless criticisms. According to Iyorkyaa cited 

in Weave and Hybel (2001), group “does not belong to power. That means that 

this group of people is irresponsible and uncoordinated members of Homo 

sapiens who are fond of analyzing public policies from the shallow and 

alcoholic perspective. In writing an editorial, the writer should wholly jettison 

this group of people. This is because, obstinate audience are no audience and 
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cannot appreciate the robust illumination of public policies and case making 

stuff which editorials often deal with. 

 

The Need for Research in Editorial Writing in the 21stCentury 

Research is the focal point of editorial writing. No journalist can successfully 

editorialize on any issue of the day unless he/she has concrete facts or data at 

his/her disposal due to globalizing nature of world.  Because editorial deals with 

deep back grounding of an issue, the leader writer has to device different ways 

of reaching for relevant data before writing. For instance, it is not possible to 

write a good editorial on the death of a prominent personality in the society 

without peeping through the man’s profile or resume (Ukonu, 2005). Again, it 

is not possible for one to conveniently editorialize upon an issue without 

understanding the intrigues that led to its emergence in the news report. Such 

intrigues can only be understood through research. The editorial writer can 

make use of survey research in the course of his investigation. That is to say 

that he or she can gather data from a target population through the use of 

research instruments like questionnaire, face-to-face interview and would 

subject such data for statistical analysis for the purpose of reaching conclusion 

on the issue and providing solution to identified problems.  

 

Persuasive Power of Editorials  

 Editorials appeal or persuade the readers to accept the rightness or 

wrongness of an issue. Some editorials often woo individual members of the 

society, corporate bodies or government to accept a particular course of action 

for the interest of the society (Newsom, 1998).  Such editorials are sandwiched 

with concrete facts and spiced-up with tantalizing persuasive techniques, 

which create indelible marks on the psyche of readers (Onyeka, 2005). A good 

and powerful editorial usually have impact. In Nigeria for instance, good 

editorials often galvanize policy formulation on the side of government and 

relevant stakeholders for the betterment of the society. On the side of the 

governed, editorials mobilize them either to reject or accept a policy or a 

burning issue of the day. Editorials can in a detailed manner, indict, inform and 

entertain members of the public on divergent issues in the society. Ideas 

harvested from editorials can also help in preserving the nation’s sacred 
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institutions like marriage, religion, etc (Newsom, 1998). Through broadcast 

commentaries, members of the community can be mobilized to participate in 

meaningful developmental projects in the society. Such projects may include 

NIN-Sim registration link, Covid 19 safety measures, election, and polio 

exercise, to mention only a few. Editorials can create a pathway for law makers 

for instance, to initiate bills that would eventually become laws in the nation’s 

statute book. If an editorial is to create impact on its audience, it must reflect 

the wisdom, integrity and voice of the society. An impact creating editorial 

must represent the hopes and aspirations of the community in which the 

newspaper is located or published (Onyeka, 2005). 

 

Sourcing the Editorial Materials  

Editorial materials can be sourced primarily from topical events that are 

reported in the mass media. The reported events must be explosive and of 

public interest (Ate, 2006). Some of the sources are explained below: 

(a) Internet: Editorial writers in a computer-minded society can browse 

through the net and download relevant materials to write or enrich an 

editorial. 

(b) Public and Printed Records: It is important to note that catalogue of 

records exist documenting society’s doings and misdoings. The 

editorial or leader writer can reach out to such records. 

(c) Social Contact: A good editorial writer is not supposed to be a social 

illiterate. He/she must be reach in human relations and mix freely with 

people of different classes in order to get insight into the goings in the 

society. Attending parties, conferences, seminars, etc with the top 

shots in the society would help the editorial writer to understand their 

likes and dislikes and that would assist the editorialist in make profound 

analysis concerning the people in question. 

(d) Law Enforcement Officers: An editorial writer can get additional 

information on his subject matter from the law enforcement officers 

like policemen, state security service men, Hisbah Command, Karota 

prsonnel etc if the issue under probe demands their attention. 
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(e) Libraries: Books of all kind; thesauruses, dictionaries, encyclopedias 

almanacs, maps and charts etc can be obtained from the library for use 

in the course of writing an editorial.  

 

Persuasive Techniques in Editorial Writing  

For editorials to be arresting and catchy, certain literary techniques must be 

employed in their introduction, comment and conclusion. Some of these 

techniques are as follows:  

1. Keep the writing simple but mature and corporate: Don’t write to 

intimidate the reader with bombastic grammar. Write to 

communicate. An editorial should be simple and compact for easy 

understanding of the audience.  

2. Mind your language: Language is the pillar of communication. Even 

though the editorial audiences are mostly sophisticated in terms of 

education, the editorial writer has to mind his/her language in order 

not to censor the barely literate out of communication. The language 

must be unambiguous, punchy, concise and meaningful.  

3. Create a remarkable first impression: The introduction or opening 

paragraph of an editorial must not be dull. It should not be sleepy or 

lifeless. That would put the readers off. The first, second and third 

paragraphs of an editorial must be inviting so as to “transport” the 

audience to the body and conclusion of the opinion piece. 

4. Sustain the first impression: Having created a remarkable first 

impression in the opening paragraph of an editorial, the writer must 

sustain the piece with solid and concrete facts drawn from credible 

sources and authentic documents. An editorial would potently 

sustain the interest of the reader if it is rooted with uncontestable 

facts. The first impression therefore can be sustained with undiluted 

facts; the use of parallelism and proper enumerations.  

5. Make use of repetition: Salient points in the editorial must be re- 

echoed again and again to ensure that the reader is at home with the 

message.  

6. Use a lot of literary devices: Literary devices polish the tone, style 

and approach of the editorial. Devices like metaphors; smiles to 
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mention only a few should be used judiciously in an editorial to 

achieve desired effects. The essence of using these devices 

according to a mass communication scholar, Iyorkyaa is to: “create 

a permanent mark on the mind of the readers or the audience so that 

they will have one thing to remember you for.  

 

Ethics of Editorial Writing  

In editorial writing, certain things are expected of editors, writers and other 

media practitioners to adhere to in order to maintain high journalistic 

standards. Ethics are necessary to ensure sanity and inculcate discipline within 

a profession. Ethics define what is acceptable and what is not acceptable 

within a professional setting. In the Nigerian media setting, the Nigerian Press 

Council which regulates the activities of three professional bodies – the 

Nigerian Guilds of Editors (NGE), the Nigerian Union of Journalists (NUJ), and 

Newspapers Proprietors Association of Nigerian (NPAN), are the general 

overseers of ethical issues in the journalism profession (Ukonu, 2005).. All 

journalists in Nigeria, irrespective of their medium of communication are 

expected to adhere strictly to ethics of journalism. Editors, reporters, editorial 

writers, features writers, etc. are expected to work within the confines of 

ethical boundary of their noble profession. 

 

Conclusion 

The paper lighted the principle-based approach or skills an editorial writer 

should embrace for him or her to professionally behave in tune with 21s century 

demand or realities. It also critically examined the nature of editorial writing, 

editorial writer, attributive qualities of editorial writers and the Editorial Board 

as well as its functions in the 21st Century. The paper argued that no journalist 

can successfully editorialize on any issue of the day unless he/she has concrete 

facts or data at his/her disposal due to globalizing nature of world.  Because 

editorial deals with deep back grounding of an issue, the leader writer has to 

device different ways of reaching for relevant data before writing. 
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